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Scavenger Photo Hunt with mobile phone or camera

This scavenger hunt is not about bringing a lot of items back to school because
that’s not really environment friendly..

No, now we make only pictures of the items on page 2.

In each group of students, there will surely be one student who has a
mobile phone for taking the pictures.
If not, one teacher/assistant could go with each group and use his/her mobile
phone or camera for it.
One adult teacher or assistant should go with the group when they go around.
Make a photo of each item in the list of page 2 and return to your school.
Attention, teachers/assistant must check if the photos are made by the relevant
mobile phone on the locations and not taken from the Internet.
Finally, check the documents and write the results on page 3.

Have fun with this Scavenger Photo Hunt.
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Student’s Name: ___________________ Group’s Name: __________________________
Scavenger Photo hunt with mobile phone or camera.
Check Picture of:

Check:

Picture of:

1. something red

20. an ice-cream

2. something to eat

21. a yellow flower

3. something sharp

22. a blue schoolbag

4. a newspaper

23. a clothesline

5. something that moves

24. a piece of fruit, fallen
from a tree

6. a fruit tree

25. some seeds

7. a ladder
8. a spider web
9. something with hair
10. something with wheels
11. a cat
12. something purple
13. a teacher
14. something glittery
14. a bathroom
15. an egg
16. a computer mouse
17. a traffic stop sign
18. a flag of your country
19. sun glasses
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Teacher’s Document, Final Results

Group Number/Name:

Total correct
pictures:

Final
Ranking:

1. ________________________
2. ________________________
3. ________________________
4. ________________________
5. ________________________
6. _______________________
7. ________________________
8. ________________________
9. ________________________
10. _______________________
11. _______________________
12. _______________________
13. _______________________
14. _______________________
Teacher’s notes
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